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Abstract: Nanomedicine is an arising field that exploits nanotechnology concepts for pi-
oneered therapy and diagnostics. Colorimetric sensors for tumor markers have displayed
interesting benefits compared to conventional systems in clinical laboratory diagnosis.
Colorimetric immunoassay-based approaches show up-and-coming results since the goal
cancer marker is determined with high sensitivity but without the utilization of advanced/-
expensive  techniques  through  an  effortless  optical  color  change.  Also,  colorimetric
biosensor has the potential to detect proteins in biological fluids swiftly with high sensi-
tivity, and they are anticipated to play a progressively serious role in tumor diagnosis.
We  reviewed  (covering  the  period  2015–2020)  various  studies  based  on  colorimetric
sensing strategy using nanostructured materials (highly efficient enzyme mimics, artifi-
cial enzymes or nanozymes) to detect different tumor antigens in biological fluids. Specif-
ically, we highlighted the recent progress and efforts in the construction of colorimetric
immunosensors. Colorimetric immunosensors can be roughly divided into two main cate-
gories: transition metal nanozyme-based sensing and noble metal nanozyme-based sens-
ing.

Keywords:  Tumor  marker,  enzyme-mimics,  artificial  enzyme,  nanozymes,  nanoparticles,  colorimetry,
nanomedicine,  clinical  analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
A tumor or cancer marker is a chemical substance

related  to  cancers.  Tumor  markers  include  a  wide
range of molecular compounds such as specific cells,
genes, proteins, enzymes, hormones, or gene products
which can be seen in body fluids or tissues. By precise
sensing  of  these  cancer  markers,  it  is  possible  to  de-
crease the hazard of different patterns of cancer. The
major types of cancer are prostate, breast, lung, liver,
cervical,  leukemia,  esophageal,  colorectal,  oral,  and
pancreatic cancer. Early and rapid sensing is one of the
considerable  subjects  in  disease  control  which  saves
millions of lives each year [1-4].

To date, various immunoassay approaches and im-
munosensors have been advanced for the detection of
tumor-related  biomarkers  [5-7].  Common procedures
for  the  detection   or  monitoring   of  tumor  markers
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include  surface  plasmon  resonance  (SPR),  gel  elec-
trophoresis,  fluorescence  methods,  radio-immunoas-
say,  surface-enhanced  Raman  spectroscopy  (SERS),
electrochemical immunoassay, colorimetric immunoas-
say,  and  enzyme-linked  immunosorbent  assay
(ELISA)  [5,  6].  Colorimetric  (Col)  detection  tech-
niques, as direct and easy analytical protocols, are usu-
ally preferred and display exceptional demand in poin-
t-of-care testing (POCT), owing to their absolute sim-
plicity, inexpensive, and merit of not needing any cost-
ly or complex apparatus [8-10]. Moreover, the Col den-
sity can be monitored by the naked eye. Consequently,
they are effortless due to their apparatus-free over and
above non-time-consuming feature [11, 12]. Regarding
the color,  the substrate is  bonded to the sensing effi-
ciency of the Col sensor.  The capital  concern for the
generation of Col sensors is the selection of sensitive
and selective color layers [12]. Hitherto, many Col sub-
strates are improved and used focusing on this aspect,
such as organic dyes and some valuable nanomaterials
(noble metal NPs) [13-16]. Conventional Col strategies
primarily rely on reactions between organic dye-based
devices and target species to form a detecting signal,
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such  as  color  replacement,  alteration  of  optical  and
morphological properties. Therefore, based on organic
dyes, Col sensors, commonly attract the limitation of
the  low  absorption  coefficients  of  organic  dye
molecules  and  are  not  very  responsive.  Conversely,
Col devices based on noble metal NPs largely display
extraordinary  sensitivity  due  to  their  effective  local-
ized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) quenching in
the apparent light province and, for this reason, have
been frequently employed in medical examination, en-
vironmental analysis, monitoring, and food investiga-
tion. Metal nanoparticles (Cu, Ag, Au, Pt, etc.) display
crucial SPR capability. Due to their high surface area
to  volume  ratio,  fabulous  electrocatalytic  capability,
considerable physicochemical stability, and shape- and
size-related  to  SPR  characteristics,  GNPs  have  been
usually employed as nanoparticle-based labels, includ-
ing Col labels in immunoassays. The reported extinc-
tion coefficients (ɛ) is in the range of 10-8 –10-10 mol-1 L
cm-1. This value is 1000 folds higher than that of organ-
ic dyes [17-23]. This specific feature allows GNPs to
have superior sensing platforms even on the nanomolar
scale. Nowadays, GNPs have been broadly used in the
production  of  colorimetric-based  chemical  and  bio-
chemical sensors [24]. Due to their simplicity, sensitivi-
ty, and potential implementation, GNP-based Col sen-
sors are optical sensors that have attracted greater atten-
tion.  Many  investigations  have  illustrated  that  the
change  in  the  interval-dependent  visual  features  of
GNP  applications,  which  is  indirectly  or  directly
launched by a certain analyte and can drive to influen-
tial plasmon coupling between closeby nanoparticles.
This event causes a red or blue shift in the SPR bands
and elementary color alteration in the colloidal sample,
and  eventually,  Col  measurement  can  be  carried  out
[25-28].  GNPs-based  Col  sensors  present  numerous
benefits in many detecting implementations, such as in
the assay of anions/cations, DNA small organic subs-
tances or molecules, oligonucleotides, proteins, and so
on  [25-28].  The  major  accomplishments  in  the  por-
trayed sensing strategies were taken place based on the
triggering of GNPs. On the other hand, two major diffi-
culties in this model of Col sensing still consist, which
limits their effective utilisation. The primary reason is
that these proposed approaches normally need tedious
and out-of-control labeling steps to assemble analyte-i-
dentifying reagents into the nanomaterial surface. The
second difficulty is the autoaggregation of nanoparti-
cles  in  complex  samples,  which  mostly  establishes
high background signals and even false-positive conse-
quences.  In  any  event,  exceptional  sensitivity  cannot
be expected from this modern method since all the ca-
tionic nanoparticles/biomolecules will overly simplify

GNPs  aggregation,  which  displays  false-positive  re-
sults. Therefore, GNPs should be modified by a specif-
ic ligand that typically attaches to a selective analyte of
mutual interest. When the target analytes are properly
attached to an extensive number of GNPs through or-
ganic  ligand,  GNPs  typically  tend  to  aggregate  and
cause a notable change in the distinctive color of the
potential solution. Furthermore, the visible region ab-
sorption wavelength (ca. 520 nm) of solid GNPs repre-
sents a limitation for being reliably used as Col labels
for  a  broad  range  of  physiological  sample  detections
[29]. To overcome these possible drawbacks, a novel
class  of  “non-aggregation” plasmonic Col  sensor  has
been improved based on the GNPs like hollow GNPs
(HGNPs),  gold  nanoflowers  (GNFs),  gold  nanorods
(GNRs), and gold nanocages (GNCs) [29-33]. Other-
wise, the above-mentioned nanoparticles with a spheri-
cal  gap  can  appropriately  attach  more  functional
molecules  than  solid  GNPs.  The  absorption  wave-
lengths can carefully be adjusted from the visible re-
gion  to  near-infrared  (NIR)  zone  (tunable  absorption
wavelengths  550–950 nm),  traditionally  rely  on their
particle dimensions and wall thicknesses. Consequent-
ly, these gold-based substrates have been broadly em-
ployed  to  develop  plasmonic  Col  sensors  in  recent
years (solid GNPs, HGNPs, GNFs, GNRs, and GNCs)
[29-33].  Apart  from  that,  GNPs  do  not  improve  the
unique sensibility of Col sensing for protein assay com-
pared to effective Col techniques. For this specific rea-
son, the attractive design of sophisticated Col sensors
with GNPs displaying a low response limit obtain a cru-
cial  objective  for  many  effective  implementations.
However, specificity and sensitivity cannot be expect-
ed  from  this  method  since  all  the  cationic  bio--
molecules facilitate GNPs aggregation, which displays
false-positive results. Therefore, GNPs should be func-
tionalized  by  a  particular  ligand  that  preferentially
binds  to  a  selective  analyte  of  considerable  interest.
When the  target  analytes  are  devotedly  attached  to  a
vast  number  of  GNPs  through  organic  ligand,  GNPs
typically tend to aggregate and cause a notable change
in the distinctive color of the potential solution. These
surface ligands act as the charged groups or functional
groups  attached  to  the  suitable  surface  of  GNPs  that
conveniently provide local conditions for aggregation
[20, 34-38]. To date, a lot of nanotechnology-based im-
munoassay protocols have been developed for protein
detection  (Col  and  electrochemical  immunoassay,
quantum-dots,  plasmonic-based  approaches)  [39-46].
Enzyme mimetic (nanomaterial-based enzyme mimet-
ics)  or  artificial  nanozyme  based  architectures  have
been  designed  for  biological  component  sensing  and
biomedicine owing to their ability to change the catalyt-
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